
Our company is hiring for a cinema manager. We appreciate you taking the time to
review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of
the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your level of
experience.

Responsibilities for cinema manager

Lead all facets of this theatre ensuring that the theatre operates within the
company's fiscal and operational guidelines
Control costs by reviewing portion control and quantities of preparation
Enforce safety, sanitary practices and maintenance to ensure compliance with
F&B operational standards, company policies, federal/state/local laws, and
ordinances
Ensures that all areas of the theatre are within company standards, including
quality, service, cleanliness, safety, security, and maintenance programs
Maintains and administers safety and security of guests and associates,
including OSHA compliance, General Liability, and Workers' Compensation
reporting requirements
Develop strong collaboration with the regional sales team with functional
leaders in Belgium Corporate HQ to ensure harmonious working relationships
Adhere to recipes to ensure consistent food quality and presentation
Generate prep lists to ensure proper amounts of prepared products are
available at all times
Maintain communication with cooks to ensure proper assembly of food
orders within established average ticket time
Perform other such duties as may be assigned by Director of Operations,
District Director, or General Manager

Qualifications for cinema manager

Example of Cinema Manager Job Description
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Highly organized, precise attention to detail, and strong project management
skills
Achieve targeted revenue/business goals for the region for cinema products
Build a strong product distribution and indirect sales structure of
distributors/resellers and key integrators with the required technical
expertise needed for installation, alignment and support capabilities
Ensure channel partners and integrators have the relevant level of technical
support with trained/certified pre- and post-sales engineers
Directly manage engagement of key accounts in cinema exhibition, though
fulfilment of orders would be indirect


